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action spaces and underlying state spaces (e.g. Atari and Go), problems in robotics often have high-dimensional continuous states and
actions, and are often limited by real-world sample budgets [15].
To this end, prior research in robotic learning have developed RL algorithms capable of performing continuous control [10, 11, 18, 29],
and sample-efficient learning methods, e.g., [1, 7, 13].
Despite the success demonstrated by RL methods in continuous
control, when applying RL algorithms to robotic applications, it
is essential not to overlook real-life physical limits such as sensing noise and communication delays [15]. Specifically, prior RL
approaches typically model a robot as a single, fully-centralised
agent which observes the whole state consisting of observations
from each body/joint and learns an optimal policy that outputs a
combined action for all controllers. Though a centralized controller
can compensate for the state of the whole system, when deployed in
complex, unseen real-life settings, local observations may be noisy,
and communications of the local observations between body components can be delayed due to physical limitations. Moreover, robots
with a centralised controller do not scale up to large number of controllers and can easily become incapacitated if any sub-component
is compromised. In such scenarios, a decentralised control system
is desirable, where the robot controllers learn and execute their
own policies. Fortunately, many real-life robots consist of multiple
connected links which can be modelled as a multiagent system [42].
To enable coordination among agents with local observations and
decentralised controllers, a standard approach is to perform centralized optimisation during training and decentralised operation
during execution (CTDE) [9, 20], i.e., the system can benefit from
the state of the whole system during training, while acting in a
decentralised manner. Using this framework, multiagent systems
with RL agents have demonstrated coordination skills in complex
coordination tasks such as Starcraft [26, 27, 44].
Inspired by the above framework, we apply multiagent RL to
robotics which exhibits high-dimensional, continuous state and
action spaces. Specifically, we extend Proximal Policy Optimisation
(PPO) [29]—an algorithm widely used in both discrete and continuous control tasks—to a fully cooperative multiagent framework
with CTDE. However, as the robot interacts with the environment
as a whole, only a global reward signal for the whole system is available while a reward function which signifies the contribution of each
individual agent is absent.
To address this problem, one can adopt solution concepts from
cooperative game theory [4] that perform credit assignments for
each agent, using its (marginal) contributions towards all possible
coalitions of other agents. Several prior multiagent RL methods have
used one such well-known solution concept, the Shapley value [4]),
for credit assignment in applications with discrete action spaces
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INTRODUCTION

Reinforcement learning (RL) has recently shown many remarkable successes, e.g., in playing Atari and Go at a superhuman
level [21, 31]. Recently, there have been wide research interest and
significant advances in robotics learning using RL techniques [8, 16].
The topics of RL and classical control theory are closely related:
both aim to find an optimal policy that optimizes an objective function, given a system represented by states and transition dynamics.
Therefore, RL algorithms have the potential of enabling robots to
learn in complex real-world tasks such as locomotion, manipulation and navigation. Unlike classical RL tasks, which have discrete
Proc. of the 21st International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems
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Table 1: Notation

(such as traffic junction [39], Starcraft [17] and cooperative sensing [43]). However, no model of this kind has been proposed for continuous action spaces so far. Our first contribution in this work is the
formulation of a generic game-theoretic credit assignment framework for multiagent continuous control using semivalues [6, 12]—a
wide family of solution concepts that encompass many common
credit assignment methods such as the Shapley value, the Banzhaf
value, etc. This formulation provides a useful tool for studying the
underlying relationship and differences between the commonly
used credit assignment methods in multiagent RL.
The formulation of game-theoretic credit assignment allows us
to fairly evaluate the contribution of each agent. However, to compute the credit assignments, how can we obtain the value of different
coalitions of agents, when only the value of the grand coalition is
available (i.e., the global reward of the whole system)? As we will
discuss in Section 3.4, if we simply apply the method to estimate
values of coalitions that was proposed for models with discrete
action spaces [17] to continues ones, we would suffer from highly
inaccurate results. This stems from a common problem in the multiagent robotics control domain, caused by the high dimensional
continuous state and action spaces. To address this, we further
propose a model-based framework for accurately estimating the
values of coalitions of agents. This model-based framework greatly
improves credit assignment in continuous control tasks and significantly boosts the rewards and sample-efficiency. Finally, we
empirically evaluate our proposed methods on MuJoCo robotic
continuous control tasks. We demonstrate that our model-based
game-theoretic credit assignment leads to significant improvements
in rewards and sample-efficiency compared to a shared advantage
function and model-free credit assignment methods.

2

𝑖, 𝑡, 𝑘
𝜋𝑖
𝐺𝑡
𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠), 𝑄 𝜋 (𝑠, a)
𝐴𝜋 (𝑠, a)
𝜔, 𝜃 , 𝜙𝑠 , 𝜙𝑟
𝑣 C (𝑠, a)
ã𝑡
MC𝑖 (C, 𝑠, a)
𝜓 𝑖 (𝑣), 𝑝𝑐
𝑓𝑠 (𝑠, a), 𝑓𝑟 (𝑠, a)
𝑠ˆ𝑡 +1, 𝑟ˆ𝑡

The (action) value function 𝑄 𝜋 (𝑠, 𝑎) defines the expected return
when starting from 𝑠, taking action 𝑎, and following 𝜋 thereafter:
𝑄 𝜋 (𝑠, 𝑎) B E𝜋 [𝐺𝑡 |𝑠𝑡 = 𝑠, 𝑎𝑡 = 𝑎]
= E𝜋 [

Reinforcement Learning:

A (single-agent) RL task is commonly defined by a reward function [34], and the goal of an agent is to learn an optimal policy
which maximizes the cumulative future rewards. This can be modelled by the Markov decision process (MDP): M = ⟨S, A, 𝑃, 𝑟, 𝛾⟩.
At each time step 𝑡, an agent in state 𝑠𝑡 ∈ S, chooses an action
𝑎𝑡 ∈ A, receives a reward 𝑟𝑡 = 𝑟 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ), and transits to the next
state 𝑠𝑡 +1 ∈ S according to an unknown transition dynamics
𝑃 : S × A × S → [0, 1]. The agent aims to maximise the future
Í∞ 𝑘
return 𝐺𝑡 = 𝑘=0
𝛾 𝑟𝑡 +𝑘+1 where 𝛾 ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor.
We denote an agent’s experience tuples as D𝑡 = ⟨𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 , 𝑠𝑡 +1, 𝑟𝑡 ⟩.
The policy of an agent is a mapping from states to probabilities of
selecting a possible action, denoted as 𝜋 : S × A → [0, 1].

𝛾 𝑘 𝑟𝑡 +𝑘+1 |𝑠𝑡 = 𝑠], ∀𝑠 ∈ S.

(2)

2.1.3 Centralised Training, Decentralised Execution. A standard
practise in training a decentralised multiagent RL system is Centralised Training, Decentralised Execution (CTDE) [9]. For example,
in a multiagent system with agents 𝑁 = {1, . . . , 𝑛}, a centralised
critic (typically, action value functions 𝑄 (s𝑡 , 𝑎 1, . . . , 𝑎𝑛 )) and decentralised actors (𝜋1, . . . , 𝜋𝑛 ) are learned. The centralised critic takes
as input the observations and joint actions of all agents, while the
decentralised actors take the agents’ local observations as input
and outputs an action per agent. Compared with having decentralised critics (one per agent) which only conditions on the local
observations and actions, the advantage of CTDE is that the centralised critic prevents an agent from experiencing un-stationary
environment as a result of treating other learning agents as part
of the environment. Moreover, the critic is only used during training; hence, the agents learn coordinated behaviours which can be
executed in a decentralised manner during execution.

2.1.1 Value Functions. The (state) value function, denoted 𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠),
is the expected return of an agent which starts in 𝑠 and follows
policy 𝜋 thereafter:
∞
∑︁

𝛾 𝑘 𝑟𝑡 +𝑘+1 |𝑠𝑡 = 𝑠, 𝑎𝑡 = 𝑎], ∀𝑠 ∈ S.

2.1.2 Proximal Policy Optimisation (PPO). PPO [29] is an actorcritic policy gradient RL algorithm which is widely used in both
discrete and continuous control tasks, due to its simplicity in implementation, sample complexity, and ease of hyperparameter tuning.
Specifically, an actor corresponds to the policy 𝜋 (𝑎|𝑠), while a critic
corresponds to the value function 𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠). The actor update is guided
by an advantage function 𝐴(𝑠, 𝑎) estimated using the critic. The advantage function 𝐴𝜋 (𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝑄 𝜋 (𝑠, 𝑎) − 𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠) measures how much
better (worse) taking action 𝑎 in state 𝑠 is compared with the policy’s default behavior. Intuitively, if the advantage 𝐴(𝑠, 𝑎) is positive,
the actor parameters move towards the direction where this action
becomes more likely. To improve stability, PPO avoids parameter
updates that change the policy too much by clipping the ratio between old and new policies. In practise, 𝐴𝜋 (𝑠, 𝑎) can be estimated
using methods such as general advantage estimation (GAE) [28].

BACKGROUND

𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠) B E𝜋 [𝐺𝑡 |𝑠𝑡 = 𝑠] = E𝜋 [

∞
∑︁
𝑘=0

In this section, we introduce our notation and main definitions (see
Table 1 for a summary of notation).

2.1

Indices for agents, timesteps, iterations
Policy of agent 𝑖 (Sec. 2.1, 3.2)
Discounted return from 𝑡 onwards (Sec. 2.1)
State and action-value functions (Sec. 2.1.1)
Advantage function (Sec. 2.1.2, 3.2)
parameters of 𝑉 , 𝑄, 𝑓𝑠 , 𝑓𝑟 (Sec. 3.2, 3.4)
(Characteristic) value of coalition (Sec. 3.3.1)
Actions a𝑡 masked by coalitions (Sec. 3.3.1)
Marginal contribution of agent 𝑖 to coalition C
semivalues and its probability indices (Sec. 3.3.2)
dynamics and reward models (Sec. 3.4.1)
States/Rewards predicted by model (Sec. 3.4.1)

(1)

𝑘=0
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Cooperative Game Theory

A cooperative game is given by a pair 𝐺 = (𝑁 , 𝑣), where 𝑁 =
{1, . . . , 𝑛} is the set of agents (players), and 𝑣 : 2𝑁 → R is the characteristic function, which assigns a real value 𝑣 (C) to every coalition
C reflecting its performance. We assume 𝑣 (∅) = 0. Subsets of agents
C ⊆ 𝑁 are called coalitions. To measure the contribution of an individual agent to a cooperative task, we use solution concepts [4]
from cooperative game theory that evaluate the contribution of
each agent 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁 to the game. We will denote it 𝜓 𝑖 ∈ R. Specifically,
we focus on a wide class of solution concepts called semivalues [6].
For clarity, we will introduce the general definition of semivalues in
Section 3.3. Before this, let us introduce the concept of marginal contribution and two well-known semivalues: the Shapley and Banzhaf
values. Intuitively, the marginal contribution of 𝑖 to coalition C is
the difference that this agent makes towards C before and after
joining it, i.e., MC𝑖 (C) B 𝑣 (C ∪ {𝑖}) − 𝑣 (C).
The Shapley value [30] is the most common solution concept. It
is defined as follows:
∑︁ |C|!(|𝑁 | − |C| − 1)!
𝑖
MC𝑖 (C).
𝜓 Shapley
(𝑁 , 𝑣) =
|𝑁 |!

Back shin

Front thigh
Front shin

Back foot

Front foot

z
y

x

Figure 1: Multiagent MuJoCo Cheetah
4.1.1). We model the robot as a multiagent system of 𝑁 agents,
where each agent represents: 1. a rigid body component (e.g., the
back foot) of the robot, 2. the joint which attaches the body to its
parent (e.g., the ankle joint which attaches the back foot to the back
shin), and 3. any actuators attached to the joint. In this way, the
agent receives input of the local sensor observations to its joint
(e.g., positions, angles, translational and angular velocities, external
forces and torques), and outputs a control action for the actuator.

𝑆 ⊆𝑁 \{𝑖 }

The Banzhaf value [2] is another common solution concept:
∑︁
1
𝑖
MC𝑖 (C).
𝜓 Banzhaf
(𝑁 , 𝑣) =
2 |𝑁 |−1 C ⊆𝑁 \{𝑖 }

3.1.2 Multi-agent based Robot Locomotion. Typically in the robotic
control problems, the actuators have a continuous action space
which are normalised to [−1, 1] for the convenience of learning.
Continuous control on its own has a broad range of applications, in
that almost all real-life robotic control problems fall into the domain
of continuous control, for example, formation control for a system
of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), grasping and manipulation, locomotion of legged robots, and multi-robot exploration of unknown
environments. In this work, we focus on the robot locomotion task,
which is a representative continuous robot control problem in this
family. The objectives of robot locomotion tasks are to train the
robot to learn control policies in order to transport from place to
place through walking, hopping, swimming, etc. Here we model the
locomotion tasks as a fully cooperative Multiagent decision making problem, described by a Markov game [19] denoted by a tuple
⟨𝑁 , S, A, 𝑃, 𝑟, 𝛾⟩, where 𝑁 is the set of all agents 𝑁 = {1, . . . , 𝑛},
and S are global states of the environment. Each agent 𝑖 has a
continuous action space A𝑖 and the combined action space of the
robot is A = A1 × . . . × A𝑛 . At each step 𝑡, each agent 𝑖 makes
a local observation 𝑠𝑡𝑖 = 𝑜 𝑖 (𝑠𝑡 ), and chooses an action simultaneously according to its own policy 𝑎𝑖𝑡 ∼ 𝜋 𝑖 (𝑠𝑡𝑖 ). Then, a combined
action composed of the actions of all agents a𝑡 = (𝑎𝑡1, . . . , 𝑎𝑛𝑡 ) is
performed on the environment (the combined policy of all agents
is denoted as 𝜋 = (𝜋 1, . . . , 𝜋 𝑛 )). Upon taking the action, all agents
receive a shared reward 𝑟𝑡 = 𝑟 (𝑠𝑡 , a𝑡 ) which evaluates how well
the robot performed (e.g., the distance travelled along a specified
direction, the control energy consumption, the stability of the robot,
etc), and the environment transitions to the next state according
to the transition dynamics 𝑃 : S × A → S. At each step, the
agents aim to maximise the cumulative future discounted return
Í
𝐺𝑡 = 𝑘 𝛾 𝑘 𝑟𝑡 +𝑘+1 where 𝛾 ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor.

Intuitively, the Banzhaf value of 𝑖 is simply the average marginal
contribution of this agent across all possible coalitions. The Shapley
value is the weighted average, where the weight of each marginal
contribution depends on the size of the coalition and the total
number of agents.

2.3

Root

Back thigh

Kinematics Tree of Robots

A robot capable of performing continuous control can be defined
via a kinematics tree [32, 40] of nested bodies, specifying the mechanical structure and physical properties of the robot. Within such
a kinematics tree, there are three major types of entities: Bodies,
Joints and Actuators. The Bodies represent the rigid bodies
of the robot, e.g., foot. Physical properties such as the relative position and geometry are specified for each body. The Joints are
moveable components which connect parent and child bodies, and
creates motion degrees of freedom between them. Typical joints
include ball joints (3 rotational degree of freedom), hinge joints (1
rotational degree of freedom) and slide joints (1 translational degree
of freedom). For example, in a cheetah robot (Figure 1), the torso
(root body) can perform translational and rotational movements
through slide and hinge joints. The back foot (body) is attached
to its parent back shin (body) through a hinge joint. Attached to
the joints are Actuators which are the components that actuate
the joints. Many real life robots consist of multiple connected links,
we now introduce how to model the robot as a multiagent system.

3 MULTIAGENT CONTINUOUS CONTROL
3.1 Problem Formulation

3.2

3.1.1 Robot Joints as a Multiagent System. Figure 1 shows an example cheetah robot built using MuJoCo [3] (more details in Section

Multiagent PPO with Shared Advantage

Having formulated the multiagent decision problem, we next introduce an algorithm for optimising the agents’ policies. To optimise
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the continuous control policies, we extend the standard PPO algorithm with actor-critic framework (c.f. Section 2.1.2) to cooperative
multiagent PPO. In particular, we adopt the centralised training,
decentralised execution (CTDE) paradigm [9], c.f. Section 2.1.3. As
the agents are fully cooperative and the whole robot receives a
global reward signal, we let the agents share a centralised critic
which estimates the value function of the global state 𝑉𝜔 : S → R.
The centralised critic is parametrised by 𝜔, and in our case, 𝜔 is a
neural network. The critic is only used during training as a guide
for optimising the actors and will be dismissed in the execution
phase—during the execution only the actors are used to choose the
actions. The actors are decentralised, i.e., for the 𝑖−th agent, its actor
𝜋𝜃 𝑖 : S𝑖 → A𝑖 parametrised by neural network 𝜃 𝑖 , chooses its own
action given the local observations. Most locomotion tasks have
continuous action space by nature; hence we model each agent’s
policy outputs by a Gaussian distribution. At each step, action is
sampled from the Gaussian distribution. During training, each actor
learns to update the mean of the Gaussian distribution, and the
standard deviation can be either static or learned.
We optimise the centralised critic and decentralised actors following the PPO algorithm: At each epoch 𝑘, the agents collect
a set of trajectories D𝑘 by running their current policy 𝜋𝑘 =
(𝜋 1 (𝜃𝑘1 ), . . . 𝜋 𝑛 (𝜃𝑘𝑛 )) in the environment. Then, the critic which
estimates the (state) value function 𝑉 (𝑠) is updated by regression.
The loss is defined as the mean squared error between the predicted
value of the state 𝑠𝑡 the empirical return 𝐺ˆ𝑡 from 𝑡 onwards:

issues, we leverage the fair credit assignment methods from cooperative game theory, and present a generic game theoretic framework
for agent-specific advantage computation in Multiagent PPO.
3.3.1 The Characteristic Function. To compute the value of an
agent assigned by the game-theoretic solution concepts, we first
need to define the characteristic function. At each timestep 𝑡, given
the environment state 𝑠𝑡 and agents’ joint action a𝑡 = (𝑎𝑡1, . . . , 𝑎𝑛𝑡 ),
let the value of a coalition C be defined as:
𝑣 C (𝑠𝑡 , a𝑡 ) = 𝑄 𝜋 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎˜𝑡1, . . . , 𝑎˜𝑛𝑡 ), where
(
𝑎𝑖
if 𝑖 ∈ C
𝑖
𝑎˜𝑡 = 𝑡
𝑎 default if 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁 \ C,

where 𝑎˜𝑖𝑡 denotes the action of agent 𝑖 is replaced by a default one
if 𝑖 is outside the coalition, a widely adopted practice [17, 41]. To
follow the game theoretic conventions where empty coalitions have
zero value, we can normalise the characteristic value function by
subtracting a baseline value 𝑄 𝜋 (𝑠𝑡 , adefault ). However, the marginal
contributions will stay invariant so we will use the above definition
for simplicity. Given this characteristic function, agent 𝑖’s marginal
contributions towards coalition C:
MC𝑖 (C, 𝑠𝑡 , a𝑡 ) = 𝑣 C∪{𝑖 } (𝑠𝑡 , a𝑡 ) − 𝑣 C (𝑠𝑡 , a𝑡 ),

(4)

represents the difference made by 𝑖’s chosen action towards coalition C, compared with the default action.
3.3.2 Agent-Specific Advantage. We now introduce a generic gametheoretic credit assignment framework for multiagent continuous
control using semivalues [6, 12] – a wide family of solution concepts
that encompass many common credit assignment methods such as
the Shapley value, Banzhaf value, etc.

𝑇
∑︁ ∑︁
2
1
𝑉𝜔 (𝑠𝑡 ) − 𝐺ˆ𝑡 .
𝜔 ← arg min
𝜔 |D𝑘 |𝑇
𝜏 ∈ D𝑘 𝑡 =0

The actor of each agent is updated by optimising the PPO clipped
surrogate objective:

𝜓 𝑖 (𝑣) =

 𝜋 𝑖 (𝑎𝑖 |𝑠 𝑖 )
1
𝜃
𝑡 𝑡
𝑖
min
𝜃𝑘+1
= arg max
𝐴(𝑠𝑡 , at ),
𝑖 𝑖
𝜃 𝑖 |D𝑘 |𝑇
𝜋
𝑖 (𝑎𝑡 |𝑠𝑡 )
𝜃
𝑡
=0
𝜏 ∈ D𝑘
𝑘

𝜋𝜃 𝑖 (𝑎𝑖𝑡 |𝑠𝑡𝑖 )

,
1
−
𝜖,
1
+
𝜖
𝐴(𝑠
,
a
)
,
clip
𝑡
t
𝜋𝜃 𝑖 (𝑎𝑖𝑡 |𝑠𝑡𝑖 )
𝑇
∑︁ ∑︁

∑︁

𝑤𝑐 MC𝑖 (C) where 𝑐 = |C|,

C ⊆𝑁 \{𝑖 }

|𝑁
|−1
∑︁


𝑤𝑐 |𝑁𝑐|−1 = 1.

𝑐=0

To better understand them, we can rewrite the semivalues as:
Í
|𝑁
|−1
|𝑁
|−1
𝑖
∑︁
∑︁
C ⊆𝑁 \{𝑖 }, | C |=𝑐 MC (C)
𝑝𝑐 = 1.
𝜓 𝑖 (𝑣) =
𝑝𝑐
,
where
|𝑁 |−1

𝑘

𝑐=0

where 𝐴(𝑠𝑡 , a𝑡 ) is the shared advantage function computed using
the critic through generalised advantage estimation (c.f. Sec. 2.1.2).
Intuitively, if the advantage 𝐴(𝑠, 𝑎) is positive, the actor parameters
update in the direction where this action becomes more likely.
PPO avoids parameter updates that change the policy too much by
clipping the ratio between old and new policies [29].

3.3

(3)

𝑐

𝑐=0

(5)
Note that the denominator 𝑐
is the number of size-𝑐 coalitions excluding player 𝑖. Intuitively, the semivalue is a weighted
sum of an agent’s average marginal contribution towards different
sized coalitions, where 𝑝𝑐 form a probability distribution. In particular, the Shapley value places uniform weight on all coalition sizes:
𝑝𝑐 = |𝑁1 | ; and the Banzhaf value has a bell-shaped distribution,

i.e., 𝑝𝑐 = 2|𝑁1|−1 |𝑁𝑐|−1 . Any other probability distribution 𝑝𝑐 also
specifies a semivalue.
In our model, at each timestep, the semivalue 𝜓 𝑖 of an agent
computes the contributions of the agent’s chosen action towards the
global future return of the robot, and hence will be used as the agentspecific pseudo advantage for multiagent PPO updates. We call the
semivalues “pseudo” advantage because they are not defined strictly
as 𝐴(𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝑄 (𝑠, 𝑎) − 𝑉 (𝑠). Nevertheless, the semivalues provide
an effective proxy of advantage as they can evaluate the individual
contribution of an agent’s action towards the global value.
|𝑁 |−1

Multiagent PPO with Game-theoretic
Agent-specific Advantage

The above Multiagent PPO with shared advantage function often
yields decent performance for cooperative multiagent tasks. However, the shared advantage function 𝐴(𝑠𝑡 , a𝑡 ) only evaluates the
quality of the combined action, which fails to assess each agent’s
individual contribution. As we will discuss in Sec. 4.2.1, failing to
address per-agent contribution can result in low sample efficiency
oftentimes, for example, an under-actuated agent can equally share
and update its policy using the global advantage. To deal with this
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…

Compute Agent-Speciﬁc
Advantage (Semivalue)

Environment

…

…

…

…

…

…

Credit Assignment

Centralised Critic

Figure 2: Model-based Multiagent Credit Assignment. Our framework consists of three modules: (yellow) the centralised
critic module which consists of a dynamics/reward model 𝑓 = (𝑓𝑠 , 𝑓𝑟 ) and a centralised state-value function 𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠); (red) credit
assignment module which queries the critic for coalition values and computes the counterfactual solution concepts assigned to
each agent; (green) actors module with 𝑁 agents, which are updated using the credits from the credit assignment module.
Algorithm 1 Model-based Multiagent Credit Assignment
1:
2:
3:
4:

Input: 𝑁 = {1, . . . , 𝑛}: the set of all agents.
Initialise: model 𝑓 = (𝑓𝑠 , 𝑓𝑟 ), centralised critic 𝑉𝜔 , decentralised actors 𝜋𝜃𝑖 for each agent 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁
for iterations 𝑘 = 0, 1, 2, . . . do
Collect sets of trajectories D𝑘 = {𝜏 } by running policy
𝜋𝑘 = (𝜋 11 , . . . 𝜋𝜃𝑛𝑛 ) in the environment. Compute returns 𝐺ˆ𝑡
𝜃𝑘

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

of each agent and its chosen action. However, how can we obtain
the coalitions’ values, when only the value of the grand coalition is
available (i.e., the global reward of the whole system)?
An obvious approach is to perform extra simulations, where
for each simulation the grand coalition is replaced by a different
coalitions of agents. This, however, would require exponentially
more simulations which is expensive for mutliagent RL domains in
general. Another approach which does not require extra simulations
is to infer the value of coalitions from the present simulations [17].
However, this approach suffers from inaccurate estimations in the
multiagent robotics control domain, due to the high dimensional
continuous state and action spaces.
To accurately estimate the value of different coalitions, we draw
inspiration from model-based RL and propose incorporating an
additional model of the environment dynamics and rewards. In this
way, we obtain a better coalition value estimation through modelbased simulations of different coalitions. Meanwhile, optimisation
of the model is straightforward (via supervised learning) and does
not require extra environment interactions.

𝑘

# Fit the dynamics/reward model (in minibatches):
Í
Í
𝑓𝑠 ← arg min 𝑓𝑠 | D1 |𝑇 𝜏 ∈D𝑘 𝑇𝑡=0 ∥𝑠𝑡 +1 − (𝑠𝑡 + 𝑓𝑠 (𝑠𝑡 , a𝑡 )) ∥ 2
𝑘
Í
Í
𝑓𝑟 ← arg min 𝑓𝑟 | D1 |𝑇 𝜏 ∈D𝑘 𝑇𝑡=0 ∥(𝑟𝑡 − 𝑓𝑟 (𝑠𝑡 , a𝑡 ) ∥ 2
𝑘
# Compute per-agent advantage 𝜓𝑖 for all timesteps 𝑡:
Sample coalitions C𝑚
Compute coalition values by model 𝑓 and critic 𝑉𝜔𝑘 :
𝑣 (𝐶𝑚 , 𝑠𝑡 , a𝑡 )) = 𝑓𝑟 (𝑠𝑡 , ã𝑡 ) + 𝛾𝑉𝜔𝜋 (𝑓𝑠 (𝑠𝑡 , ã𝑡 ) + 𝑠𝑡 )
Compute marginal contribution MC𝑖 (C𝑚 , 𝑠𝑡 , a𝑡 )
Compute semivalues 𝜓 𝑖 using the marginal contributions.
# For each agent 𝑖, update the policy by maximising the
PPO-Clip objective:
 𝜋 (𝑎𝑖 |𝑠 𝑖 )
Í
Í
𝑖
𝑖
𝜃𝑘+1
= arg max𝜃 𝑖 | D1 |𝑇 𝜏 ∈ D𝑘 𝑇𝑡=0 min 𝜋 𝜃 (𝑎𝑡𝑖 |𝑠𝑡𝑖 ) 𝜓 𝑖 (𝑠𝑡 , at ), 3.4.1 Dynamics and Reward Model. We use a model parametrised
𝑘
𝑡 𝑡
𝜃𝑖
𝑘

by 𝜙 = (𝜙𝑠 , 𝜙𝑟 ), which consists of a transition model 𝑓𝑠 which maps
 𝑖
𝜋𝜃 𝑖 (𝑎𝑖𝑡 |𝑠𝑡𝑖 )
clip 𝜋 (𝑎𝑖 |𝑠 𝑖 ) , 1 − 𝜖, 1 + 𝜖 𝜓 (𝑠𝑡 , at ) ,
the state-action tuple to the the difference between the next and
𝑡 𝑡
𝜃𝑖
𝑘
current state (alternatively, 𝑓𝑠 can map the state-action tuple to
# Fit the centralised critic by regression:
2
the next state directly), and a reward model 𝑓𝑟 which maps the
Í
Í𝑇
1
ˆ
𝜔𝑘+1 = arg min𝜔 | D |𝑇 𝜏 ∈ D𝑘 𝑡 =0 𝑉𝜔 (𝑠𝑡 ) − 𝐺𝑡
state-action tuple to the reward [22]:
𝑘
end for
∀𝑠𝑡 ∈ S, 𝑎𝑡 ∈ A, 𝑠ˆ𝑡 +1 = 𝑓𝑠 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) + 𝑠𝑡 ,
(6)

Since RL training procedures typically require millions of timesteps,
enumerating all possible coalitions and computing their characteristic value at each time step is inefficient. A simple procedure
for estimating the semivalue is through Monte-Carlo sampling and
output the average over the agent’s marginal contribution towards
all sampled coalitions. For each sample drawn, we can first sample
a coalition size 𝑐𝑚 according to the semivalue distribution 𝑝𝑐 , then
uniformly sample a coalition C𝑚 of the size 𝑐𝑚 .

3.4

Model-based Advantage Estimation

The semivalues (e.g., the Shapley and Banzhaf values) as agentspecific pseudo advantages, allow us to evaluate the contribution

𝑟ˆ𝑡 = 𝑓𝑟 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ).

(7)

The model can be optimised through supervised learning, by regression using mean-squared error between the predicted next
states/rewards and actual ones.
∑︁
1
min
∥𝑠𝑡 +1 − (𝑠𝑡 + 𝑓𝑠 (𝑠𝑡 , a𝑡 )) ∥ 2
(8)
𝜙𝑠 |D|
⟨𝑠𝑡 ,𝑠𝑡 +1 ,a𝑡 ,𝑟𝑡 ⟩ ∈ D

1
min
𝜙𝑟 |D|

∑︁

∥(𝑟𝑡 − 𝑓𝑟 (𝑠𝑡 , a𝑡 )∥ 2 .

(9)

⟨𝑠𝑡 ,𝑠𝑡 +1 ,a𝑡 ,𝑟𝑡 ⟩ ∈ D

The model is only used in (centralised) training, hence only one
centralised model is needed and can compensate for the state of the
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whole system. During each iteration of training, we alternate between model fitting and agent updates using the data collected from
environment interactions. Moreover, we only use the model for generating imaginary simulations of short-horizons, which mitigates
the error-prone model predictions drifted in long horizons.

MuJoCo can additionally observe external forces such as friction.
The objective of the Ant locomotion task is also to move forward
in the 𝑥-direction.
4.1.2 Models and Training Details. Our multiagent system consists
of a model 𝑓 = (𝑓𝑠 , 𝑓𝑟 ) of the environment, the centralised critic,
and the decentralised actors. We use PyTorch [24] for implementing and optimising the neural network models. For the dynamics
model 𝑓𝑠 , we use 4 fully-connected layers with ReLU activation
function [23] and a linear output layer with the dimension of 128.
For the reward model 𝑓𝑟 , we use 3 fully-connected layers with ReLU
activation function and a linear output layer with the dimension of
128. The model is optimised in minibatches of size 64 using Adam
optimiser [14] with the learning rate of 10−3 . For the centralised
critic, we use 3 fully-connected layers of the dimension of 32 with
Tanh [23] activation and a linear output layer which produces the
value of the input state. For the decentralised actors, each actor
uses 3 fully-connected layers of the dimension of 32 with Tanh
activation, and an output layer with Tanh activation. The default
actions 𝑎 default are given by zero vectors. The control action of each
agent corresponds to the torque exerted on the joint by the actuator
and is normalized to the real interval [-1, +1]. Therefore, the agents
playing default actions correspond to joints that are un-actuated,
which is an intuitive model for the agents not contributing. Both
the critic and the actor are optimised using the Adam optimiser.
The learning rate for the critic is 10−3 and is 3 × 10−4 for the actor.
All graphs plot mean and standard deviation across 5 seeds.

3.4.2 Estimating the coalition values using the model. Inspired by
model-based value expansion [7], we use the model to perform
estimation of the one-step transition dynamics and rewards. In this
way, we obtain a better value estimation through imaginary simulations of different coalitions using the dynamics/reward model.
Through the Bellman equation, we can estimate the action-value
function through a state-value function 𝑉 𝜋 in the following:
𝑄 𝜋 (𝑠𝑡 , ã𝑡 ) = E[𝑟𝑡 + 𝛾𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠𝑡 +1 )| 𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ]
= E[𝑟ˆ𝑡 + 𝛾𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠ˆ𝑡 +1 )| 𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ]
≈ 𝑓𝑟 (𝑠𝑡 , ã𝑡 ) + 𝛾𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠𝑡 + 𝑓𝑠 (𝑠𝑡 , ã𝑡 )).

(10)

A schematic of the framework is shown in Figure 2. At each
training step, to produce the credit value for each agent 𝑖, the
credit assignment module first samples coalitions C𝑚 ⊆ 𝑁 \ {𝑖}
according to the semivalue, and computes the average over counterfactual value of 𝑖 towards the sampled coalitions MC𝑖 (C𝑚 ) =
𝑣 (C𝑚 ∪ {𝑖}) − 𝑣 (C𝑚 ). To obtain the value of the coalitions, say
𝑣 C𝑚 (𝑠𝑡 , ã𝑡 ) = 𝑄 𝜋 (𝑠𝑡 , ã𝑡 ), the credit assignment module queries the
critic module (yellow in Figure 2): the model (blue) first produces
the next state 𝑠ˆ𝑡 +1 = 𝑓𝑠 (𝑠𝑡 , ã𝑡 ) and reward 𝑟ˆ𝑡 = 𝑓𝑟 (𝑠𝑡 , ã𝑡 ), then the
centralised state-value critic (grey) produces 𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠ˆ𝑡 +1 ). Together
with the reward 𝑟𝑡 produced by the model, the critic module outputs the value of the coalition C𝑚 as 𝑄 𝜋 (𝑠𝑡 , ã𝑡 ) = 𝑟ˆ𝑡 + 𝛾𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠ˆ𝑡 +1 ).
Finally, having obtained the credit value assigned to each agent, the
actors module (green) can update the decentralised actors through
multiagent PPO. The full algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

4

4.2

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present empirical results of our model-based
multiagent RL framework on continuous tasks.

4.1

Overall Results

Figure 3 shows the overall performance of our algorithms and
baseline algorithms on the MuJoCo locomotion tasks with cheetah
and ant robots. The 𝑦-axis shows the episode rewards and 𝑥-axis
shows the train steps. In particular, we follow Eq. 5 to implement
the following variants of our semivalue based credit assignment
algorithms. MB is for Model-based coalition value estimation:
• MB-Shapley: the Shapley value (𝑝𝑐 = |𝑁1 | );

• MB-Banzhaf: the Banzhaf value (𝑝𝑐 = 2|𝑁1|−1 |𝑁𝑐|−1 );
• MB-Loo: the Leave-one-out value (𝑝𝑐 = 1𝑐=|𝑁 |−1 ), where we
compute the marginal contribution of an agent towards the
grand coalition (made of all other agents);

Experiment Setups

4.1.1 Experiment Settings. For the experiments we use OpenAI
Gym MuJoCo [3, 36] locomotion tasks, which are the standard
benchmarks for continuous control with RL [22, 40]. Two exemplar robot locomotion tasks are selected as our case studies: (1) the
Cheetah movement in 2D space and (2) the Ant movement in 3D
space. The cheetah model in MuJoCo has 7 joints, including one
root joint and 6 joints each paired with one actuator. Following the
definition in Section 3.1, we consider each joint as an agent with
an actuator that applies a joint torque. For all agents, the action
space is normalised to [−1, 1]. The root agent observes the position,
angle, velocity and angular velocity and for other agents, their observation includes the relative angle with respect to the body that
they are attached to, and the angular velocity. The global observation utilised by the critic and the dynamics model (c.f. Figure 2) is
given by a concatenation of local observations. The objective of
the agent is to move forward in the 𝑥-direction. On the other hand,
the Ant model can move in a 3D space and the agents are similarly
defined as in the Cheetah. Notably, the agents of an Ant model in

For baselines, we compare with the following state-of-the-art algorithms in multiagent RL that use the Shapley value-based credit
assignment and the global advantage respectively:
• Q-Shapley [17]: we adapt the discrete domain algorithm [17]
which used Shapley value for credit assignment, to our multiagent PPO which can be used for continuous control. The
coalition values are computed using a centralised critic of
Q-values in a model-free manner.
• MAPPO (Multiagent PPO) [44]: In MAPPO, the centralised critic
computes a shared advantage function (GAE) for all agents
based on the global reward signal. And the agents are trained
using centralised training, decentralised execution.
4.2.1 Shared advantage vs. agent-specific advantage. We are now
in a position to present the results and findings. In both the cheetah (Figure 3a) and ant (Figure 3b) cases, we observe that our
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Figure 3: Average Rewards Multiagent Cheetah and Ant
credit assignment methods that use model-based estimation (i.e.,
MB-Shapley, MB-Banzhaf, MB-Banzhaf) significantly outperform
multiagent PPO (MAPPO) in terms of both the average rewards and
sample efficiency. For example, in the Ant case, our model-based
algorithm with Banzhaf credit assignment (MB-Banzhaf) quickly
reaches the reward of 1000 within 50 train steps, while MAPPO needs
around 150 train steps to reach the same level. MB-Banzhaf also
converges to a higher average reward (∼ 1400) than MAPPO (∼ 1100).
In all our results, performing credit assignment and evaluating
the per-agent contribution (c.f. Sec. 3.3) is consistently better than
agents using a shared advantage function. A demo video can be
found on https://youtu.be/gFyVPm4svEY.

4.2.4 Average Actions. Figures 3c and 3d show the mean absolute
value of actions, averaged across the agents (joints actuators). This
quantity refers to the controller output (normalised between [0, 1]),
and higher action values mean higher energy consumption in a
practical context. In cheetah, MB-Loo has the highest average action,
with MB-Shapley and MB-Banzhaf having medium values. In the
ant case, MB-Shapley, MB-Banzhaf, and MB-Loo all have low control
output. We observe that the ant robot trained using MB-Shapley,
MB-Banzhaf learn to move forward using a subset of joints. In
contrast, other joints are mainly learned for steering, implying that
using these two semivalues can also encourage diverse roles of
different agents in a locomotion task.

4.2.2 Model-based vs. Model-free credit assignment. We next compare our MB-Shapley with the baseline Q-Shapley [17] in order
to understand the role of model-based credit assignment. In our
MB-Shapley, the coalition values are estimated using the dynamics/reward model and the state-value critic 𝑉 𝜋 . While in Q-Shapley,
the coalition values are estimated in a model-free way with actionvalue critic 𝑄 𝜋 . As shown in Figure 3a and 3b, for both locomotion
tasks, MB-Shapley outperforms Q-Shapley. This shows that when
only the reward of the grand coalition is provided by the simulations, it is difficult to infer the values 𝑣 C of different coalitions
using a model-free Q-value critic. In contrast, a better estimation of
values of different coalitions is obtained with the predictions of our
model-based module, which enables more effective agent-specific
credit assignment and sample-efficient learning.

4.3

4.2.3 Robustness of Different Semivalue Variants. Our model-based
coalition value estimation supports the broad class of semivalue
credit assignments. Still, from Figure 3, we observe that the agents
trained using different selected semivalues (MB-Shapley, MB-Banzhaf,
MB-Loo) all deliver decent performance. In the case of cheetah
(Figure 3a), both MB-Shapley and MB-Banzhaf yield the highest
rewards, and in ant (Figure 3b), MB-Banzhaf yields the highest
rewards. Other model-free methods such as model-free Banzhaf
and Loo both yield similar performance to Q-Shapley. Overall,
MB-Banzhaf has the lowest variance among the three variants.
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Component-wise Analysis

4.3.1 Variation in Coalition Sizes. In this section, we discuss the
model-based semivalues from the perspective of coalition sizes. Figures 4a and 4b show the performance of agents learned using two

semivalues MB-Shapley (𝑝𝑐 = 𝑁1 ), MB-Banzhaf (𝑝𝑐 = 21𝑁 𝑁𝑐−1 ),
and some semivalues defined by 𝑝𝑐 = 1𝑐=𝑥 , e.g., a semivalue with
𝑝𝑐 = 1𝑐=3 is an agent’s average marginal contributions towards
size-3 coalitions. In the case of cheetah (Figure 4a), the semivalues
that use small coalition sizes (e.g., 1𝑐=0 ) yield unsatisfactory performance, while those using mid-sized coalitions (e.g., 1𝑐=0 ) yield
a high reward. In the case of the ant (Figure 4b), the semivalues
focused on coalitions of heterogeneous sizes all yield high rewards.
This suggests that the agents’ actions in the cheetah case are more
dependent; hence, they require agents to closely coordinate their
actions. While for the ant, the agents have more distinct roles and
their actions are more independent. The advantage of Shapley value
and Banzhaf value is that they take into account all coalitions sizes
and therefore are robust across different robots. Shapley value uniformly weighs all coalition sizes while Banzhaf value puts higher
weights on mid-sized coalitions.
4.3.2 Variation in Sample Sizes. Lastly, we examine how the number of coalitions sampled per agent per step (when estimating the
semivalues) affects the robot’s performance. We compare MB-Shapley
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Figure 4: Results for Varying Coalition Sizes

Figure 5: Results for Varying Sample Sizes

for the number of samples of 𝑠 = 1, 3, and 5. We do the same for
MB-Banzhaf. Figures 5a and 5b show that for both robots and both
semivalue variants, reducing the number of sampled coalitions per
node does not drastically decrease the performance in terms of
reward and sample efficiency. Even using a small number of sampled coalitions, such as one per agent in each step, can still yield
sufficiently good performance. We conjecture that this robustness
property arises because, despite the small number of sampled coalitions per step, an RL algorithm typically runs on the scale of million
timesteps. Hence, the number of sampled coalitions throughout the
entire learning phase often will be sufficiently large. Importantly,
because RL requires many credit assignment computations, this
property helps us significantly reduce computation cost without
compromising the learning performance.

our experiments, we adapt their credit assignment framework from
discrete domains to the continuous multiagent PPO. Unlike most
prior credit assignment methods, which only consider the Shapley
value, we introduce semivalues to credit assignment in multiagent RL and define a more generic game-theoretic framework that
encompasses a family of common solution concepts and analyze
their relations. Moreover, we use the new framework to address
the problem of multiagent continuous control, and show that our
model-based RL module can better estimate the coalition values for
credit assignment and improve the sample efficiency accordingly.

5

Model-based RL. Model-based RL approaches typically alternate
between fitting a predictive model of the environment dynamics/rewards and updating the control policies. The model can be
used in various ways, such as execution-time planning [5, 22], generating imaginary experiences for training the control policy [13, 33]),
etc. Our work is inspired by [7], which addresses the problem of
error in long-horizon model dynamics prediction. [7] presents a
hybrid algorithm that uses the model to simulate the short-term
horizon and Q-learning to estimate the long-term value beyond the
simulation horizon. Unlike the previous model-based RL works, our
work is the first to introduce model-based RL for enabling gametheoretic credit assignment in multiagent continuous control.

RELATED WORK

Multiagent RL. The simplest form of multiagent RL is Independent Q-learning (IQL) [35], where a group of agents each learns on
their own and treats other agents as part of the environment. While
IQL delivers decent performance, the agents frequently face the
challenge that the environment appears non-stationary, as other
agents simultaneously learn and update their policies. To address
this issue, centralised training, decentralised execution (CTDE) was
first proposed separately by [9] and [20]. This paradigm allows
the agents to access the global information during training and
has been a standard approach to recent multiagent RL algorithms
since then. [9] proposed an actor-critic algorithm that addresses
multiagent credit assignment explicitly using the counterfactual
value of each agent and is applied to domains with discrete action
space such as Starcraft. [20] proposed a multiagent policy gradient
algorithm where each agent receives a separate reward and uses
their critic. This method can apply to competitive settings but does
not address the multiagent credit assignment problem. Another
line of work using CTDE and Q-learning are the implicit credit
assignment methods such as [26] [25] [37]. However, performing
local maximisation over the decomposed Q-values is non-trivial in
the continuous tasks. More recently, [44] showed the effectiveness
of PPO in multiagent problems for discrete action space domains.
Their model is optimised using a centralised reward and demonstrated to outperform baseline methods such as [20][26].
Game-theoretic Credit Assignment for Multiagent RL. Several
works have considered the Shapley value for credit assignment in
multiagent RL with discrete action spaces [17][39][38][43]. Most
notably, [17] showed state-of-the-art performance on Starcraft. In

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied multiagent robotic continuous control with
model-based game-theoretic credit assignments. We first modelled
robot joints as a fully-cooperative multiagent system, and optimised
the system using a multiagent version of PPO. We then proposed a
generic game-theoretic credit assignment framework using semivalues for evaluating agent-specific advantage functions. Furthermore, we proposed a model-based framework which significantly
improved estimation of coalition values, which empowers gametheoretic credit assignments for multiagent continuous control.
Finally, we empirically demonstrate that our model-based credit
assignments leads to sample-efficient and robust multiagent learning on MuJoCo robot locomotion tasks. Future directions include
studying other continuous control algorithms and robot variants
(e.g., real robots), and analysis on the model-based RL methods with
other configurations (e.g., longer prediction horizons).
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